
Forever change the way you do One Call Location.  Step into your 
map, place yourself where you need to begin locating underground 
assets and scan the horizon to identify other underground assets.  
With the addition of the Argis® Framework into a One Call work-
flow, locators can bypass a many-stepped documentation process 
and immerse themselves directly into their map on site and safely 
document the location of all their known assets. No longer forced to 
update photos by hand, locators can now simply take a screen shot 
of their geospatial data overlaid on their well pad or work site and 
email it to the excavation contractors.  The Argis® Framework gives 

locators a greater visual assurance of what 
assets are present and provides a quality 
assurance check that is as easy as taking a 
photo. 
The Argis® Framework saves time and 
money by allowing more efficient use of 
your geospatial data.  Argis Solutions’ Aug-

mented Reality (AR) cloud base software brings true efficiency and 
afford-ability by simplifying One Call Locators’ work flows, making 
it easy to communicate project needs with excavation contractors.  
And importantly, the award winning Argis® Framework improves 
quality control of all your geospatial information. Step into your map 
today!

• Easily locate hidden assets on site
• View foreign crossings instantly
• Streamline One Call work flow
• Leave the paper maps behind
• Communicate safety issues quickly to 

contractors
• Intuitive interface for One Call locators
• Data can be served live or cached to device

• iOS: iOS 9.1 or higher; iPhone 6 or newer; 
iPad 2 or newer

• Android: Android 4.4 or higher; 
compatible devices must have gyroscope, 
magnetometer, wifi, and GPS

• For Enhanced Accuracy: External GPS paired 
with your device

• GIS Data Sources: Esri ArcGIS Server 10+ 
and ArcGIS Online (Feature Services)

303.482.2040 | sales@argissolutions.com                                 www.argissolutions.com      

Argis Solutions solves hard GIS problems. We offer a geospatial consultancy whose core product leadership and development team 
members average more than 20 years of experience creating GIS solutions. Our team offers meaningful insights into how to utilize geo-
spatial data practically, economically, and innovatively. 

Step Into the Map with the AR Advantage

THE ARGIS® FRAMEWORK WILL FOREVER CHANGE THE WAY 
FIELD TECHNICIANS INTERACT WITH GEOSPATIAL DATA ON SITE.

AR IMPROVES ONE CALL

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS


